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Basic Subway Car Announcement Made 83% of the Time,
Survey Finds
Best Are Lines 5, 6, and Discontinued W; Worst: B
In 60% of Delays,
No Announcement or an Inaudible or Incorrect One
(New York, New York) – Some 83% of basic announcements made on subway cars are clear and
accurate, according to a survey of 2010 subway car announcement released today by the
NYPIRG Straphangers Campaign.
The 5, 6, and discontinued W performed best in making basic announcements, with the 5
and 6 getting top honors for the second year in a row. Raters heard basic announcements that
were clear, ungarbled and correct 100% of the time. (See Table One.) All the top-ranking lines
had automated announcements. The W was terminated in June 2010.
The B performed worst in our survey, with adequate basic announcements made 55% of
the time.
Overall performance remained largely unchanged between 2009 and 2010. A basic
announcement—made at or between stops—includes the name of the station, destination or
direction, train letter or number, and transfer opportunities (if any).
“Transit gets good marks for subway car announcements of basic information,” said Cate
Contino, the Campaign coordinator who oversaw the survey.
At the same time, in 60% of delays and disruptions experienced by our raters on all lines,
there was either no announcement—or an inaudible, garbled or incorrect one. Transit’s
performance announcing delays has grown worse since our last survey of subway car
announcements in 2009, where good delay announcements were made 55% of the time.
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Page Two–Straphangers/Announcements 2010
Official transit guidelines require conductors to make basic, in-car announcements
including the line, station name and any transfer points. The guidelines also list 18 possible delay
announcements with detailed reasons.
These announcements range from: “unruly person on the train” to “waiting for
connecting train.” The policy says, “If there is a delay, [the conductor] must make an
announcement immediately [and again] within 2 minutes after that.”
“A failure to make delay announcement means more stress and confusion for riders,” said
Jason Chin-Fatt, Campaign field organizer.
In the delays and disruptions experienced by out raters, 60% of the time (78 out of 132)
there was either no announcement—or an inaudible, garbled or incorrect one.
Announcements were not made at all 22% of the time (29 out of 132); 11% were
inaudible or garbled (14 out of 132) and 27% (35 out of 132) were rated “incorrect.” These were
meaningless announcements that “we have a red signal,” ones lacking key information such as,
“This local is now an express” (with no explanation), or ones with jargon such as, “We have a
schedule adjustment.”
The survey was conducted by 51 volunteers between January 26 and June 25, 2010. They
made 6,600 observations of in-car announcement opportunities on 22 subway lines. Our
surveyors experienced and rated 132 delay and service change announcement opportunities
during the same survey period.
The survey follows nine similar surveys conducted between 1997 and 2010. (See
methodology.)
MTA New York City Transit does not survey delay and disruption delays on subway
cars. The agency did survey the “percentage of cars with public address announcements” in the
first half of 2010.
Some 92% of cars are rated as having public address announcements. This is broken
down by cars with automated announcements (99%) and conductor announcements (84%).
The survey can also be found online at www.straphangers.org.
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METHODOLOGY:
NYPIRG Straphangers Campaign Survey of Subway Car Announcements
Spring 2011
This survey is a follow-up to nine past surveys on announcements released by the Straphangers
Campaign between 1997 and 2010.
The survey was conducted by 51 staff and volunteers during the period January 26 to June 25
2010, and is based on data collected during actual subway rides taken during that period.
Volunteers were instructed to complete a survey entry every time they used the subway system
throughout that period. The survey form was designed to measure how each subway trip
conformed to the guidelines laid out for in-car announcements by MTA New York City Transit.
During survey rides, volunteers recorded announcement data for the first three stops of their trip.
Specifically, surveyors noted the date and line of each trip, and monitored the following routine
in-car announcements made at or between stops:
a. station name;
b. route designation (number or letter);
c. route destination (borough or terminal);
d. transfer options (if applicable);
e. upcoming station name; and
f. "stand clear of the closing doors" announcement.
Surveyors noted whether each appropriate item was announced, and whether any announcement
made was understandable and accurate.
Announcements (a) through (f) above were grouped and totaled as the “basic” in-car
announcement, determined only by characteristics of the line and upcoming station. A basic
announcement was deemed adequate if all appropriate announcements were made
understandably and accurately. In this survey, we recorded 300 basic announcement opportunity
observations on each of 22 lines. The Times Square, Rockaway and Franklin Avenue shuttles
were not included in the survey. The W was included; the line was terminated by the MTA in
June 20101.
Our findings then reflect exactly 6,600 basic announcement opportunity observations; of these,
our surveyors noted that for the entire system, 83% of announcements were adequate. This
system result is accurate within plus or minus 2% (.05 level); confidence for by-line results is
plus or minus 6%.
In addition, surveyors recorded whether there was a change in service or delay of two minutes or
more. When such a change in service or delay occurred, surveyors noted whether an in-car
announcement was made, whether any announcement made was understandable and accurate,
and the exact language of the announcement.
Official transit guidelines require that conductors announce changes in service and/or delays.
The guidelines also list 18 possible announcements with detailed reasons for the delay ranging
from “unruly person on the train” to “waiting for connecting train.” The policy states: “If there is
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In June 2010 W service was discontinued and V service was restructured into the new orange M.

a delay, [the conductor] must make an announcement immediately [and again] within 2 minutes
after that.”
Straphangers Campaign staff members examined the transcription of all recorded service change
and delay announcement to determine whether the announcement was “correct” or “incorrect:”
Examples of “Correct” Announcements:
fire/accident/police activity
ahead of/behind schedule, congestion
sick passenger
emergency brake pulled
track/signal work
held by supervision/dispatcher

Examples of “Incorrect” Announcements
schedule adjustment
fix gap in service
red signal
change in service with no further
explanation, such as “This local is running
express”

Surveyors rated 132 delays and service changes during the survey period, of which 103 were
followed by an in-car announcement within two minutes of stoppage. Of the announcements
made, 54 provided an understandable and correct explanation for the disruption in service.
Delay and service change data was not examined on a line-by-line basis. The number of such
changes would be too low to permit statistically significant comparisons among lines.
MTA New York City Transit does not survey service change and delay announcements on
subway cars. The agency did survey the “percentage of cars with public address announcement”
in the first half of 2010. They found some 92% of cars as having "public address
announcements." This is broken down between lines with automated announcements (99%) and
those with conductor announcements (84%)2.
Straphangers Campaign would like to thank staff and volunteers who assisted in data collection:
Mangurul Abeer, Johnny Almonte Jr., Pablo Baeza, Uthman Baksh, Lindsay Bernard, Geoff
Boehm, Raymond Butler, Rodny Carvajal, Chelsea Cawley, Christina Chaise, Jason Chin-Fatt,
Bogdan Ciochinaru, Cate Contino, Joe DeSimone, Reed Dunlea, Joseph Estime, Brian Fallas,
Sabrina Fong, Stanley Fritz, Jerome Furman, Arrielle Gilliam, Debra Goodman, Nathalia
Griffith, Amber Grof, Denisse Prudencio Jimenez, Brenda Jordan, Kathleen Jordan, Nikolay
Kabahov, Mandeep Kaur, Nicholas Kong, Roberto Lo Bianco, Jennifer Luciano, Rahieme
McLaurin, Yelena Mandenberg, Daisy Mendez, Pedro Morico, Kevin Mu, Sophie MuschelHorton, Achieng Radier, Jawaan Ramsay, Kyle Remy, Hager Salem, Aileen Sheil, Caresse
Simmons, Kasamvir Singh, C.C. Song, David Valentine, Jackie Verdejo, Ana Villalobos,
Chelsea Weinberg, and Eduardo Zuniga.
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